AIA Rochester proudly announces the 2022 Membership Directory Cover Contest
 THEME: “Diversity in Architecture”

The AIA Rochester Chapter is looking for a quality, architecturally related graphic to place on our 2022 Membership Directory Cover. Please submit an electronic file(s) for consideration. The following criteria is required.

**Entrants:** Open to AIA, Associate, AIAS students and Emeritus chapter members.

**Theme:** This year’s theme is “Diversity in Architecture”.

In a time when so much of what we are accustomed to is in uneasy flux, embracing diversity is something we can practice together as a community. Provide an image that you feel that embraces architecturally the related topic of “Diversity in Architecture”. This image needs to relate to the greater Rochester area.

**Size:** 6’ x 8’

**Media:** Any media type, as long as it is submitted in an electronic format.

**Submission:** Electronic file (JPEG or TIF), minimum 300 dpi

**Printing:** Final document will be posted in color, so consider this when making your submission(s).

**Due Date:** All submissions must be received by the AIA Rochester chapter via email (lbhewitt@aiaroc.org) no later than **NOON, on Wednesday, December 1, 2022**.

Please note that the AIA Rochester logo and words “2022 Member Directory” in the AIA’s Architype font must appear on the cover as well. If you need the logo and font, please email lbhewitt@aiaroc.org, and we will send it to you.

**Prize:** Winner will receive a $50 Visa Gift Card

The winning selection will become the property of AIA Rochester and will be used for advertising purposes.